High-resolution, in vivo retinal imaging using adaptive optics and its future role in ophthalmology.
Until recently it was impossible to fully realize the optical resolution afforded by the human eye due to the inherent optical aberrations. These aberrations limit the ability to see fine structure in the retinal layers and visual perception of the outside world. A conventional spectacle or contact lens refraction only provides a static amelioration of the lowest order aberrations, namely defocus and astigmatism. In addition, all of these distortions are constantly evolving due to changes in accommodation and head/eye movements. The technique of adaptive optics not only corrects all of the static spatial modes but also measures and corrects any dynamic changes. Such systems have allowed for routine in vivo cellular imaging, the classification of individual photoreceptor cells and have enabled psychophysical testing of human visual function at the neural level. This review introduces the principle of adaptive optics and the key hardware required to implement such a scheme. The integration of adaptive optics into different imaging modalities is presented along with descriptions of current systems in use today and the experimental results obtained to date. Finally, the review concludes by discussing future technology and gives the author's prediction of how the field will evolve over the coming years.